Abstract. Traditionally, the optics experiment of tradition takes the lead of the authenticating experiment and goes short of interesting and activity, meanwhile it is very unfavorable to the expansion of students' creative ability. In this paper, applications of Michelson interferometer in laser wavelength measurement and surface roughness measurement are introduced to extend basic experiments for Michelson interferometer. The wavelength and properties of two kinds of lasers are obtained; and the variation of the interference pattern with the flatness of metal surface is shown as well.
Introduction
Michelson interferometer [1, 2] is a common precision optical instrument in university laboratory, which uses the method of dividing amplitude to produce two coherent light beams. Measurements can be made by observing the changes in the fringe of the interference patterns. Researches on the application of Michelson interferometer can improve the teaching effect, the students' experimental operation skills, and thus train the application innovation ability of the students [3] [4] . Researches about thickness and refractive index measurement by Michelson interferometer has been reported in some papers [5] [6] [7] . Experiments of Michelson interferometer on the wavelength measurement of two kinds of laser and detecting of surface flatness for three pieces of metal sheets are introduced in this paper. And the results shown that the measurement is precise and visualized when Michael interferometer is used.
Experiment principles
Principle of Michael interferometer. The working principle of the Michelson interferometer is shown in Figure 1 [8] . S is a laser light source, the plate G1 and G2 are glass plates of equal thickness, and G1 was coated with a layer of semi-permeable membrane. The beam is reflected and refracted on the semi-permeable membrane, and is divided into two perpendicular beams of light which are refracted light (1) and reflected light (2) . The light (1) goes through plate G2, comes into the mirror M1 and then reflected back to G2, and finally get to screen p; the light (2)incidents to mirror M2, reflected and then goes through G1, finally get to screen p. These two beams meet the coherence conditions, and the interference fringes are displayed on the screen p. If the plane mirror M1 and M2 are perpendicular to each other, meet the inclinable interference conditions (which can be added to an expanding beam mirror to provide light incident at different angles); and If there is a small angle between the M1 and the M2, it belongs to the wedge interference device. And some physical quantities can be measured by observing the change of interference fringes [9, 10] . 
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Principle of small quantity measurement by equal inclination interference. When the moving mirror of the Michelson interferometer moves half a wavelength each time, an interference ring fringe can be observed or disappeared on the projection screen. And the micro displacement can be calculated by recording the number of interference fringes, the relation is shown as follow:
Here d is the displacement, N is the number of observed interference fringes that is produced or disappeared, and λ is the wavelength of the light source. Characteristic analysis of He-Ne laser and semiconductor laser. He-Ne laser is a gas laser with neutral atomic gas helium and neon as working materials [11] , output continuous laser with continuous excitation. It has the advantages of good monochromatic property, good coherence, high brightness and strong directivity, and can be used as a point light source. Its disadvantage is power instability, complicated maintenance. Thus its use is gradually decreasing in the University's optical laboratory.
A semiconductor laser uses semiconductor material as working substance to produce a laser [12] . It has the advantages of high efficiency, small size, light weight, simple structure, good reliability, long service life and low price, and the defect is Performance instability.
Principle of flatness detection with interference fringes. The intensity of two coherent beams decreases and the brightness is smaller when the surface of the material is rough [13, 14] , because of the lower reflectivity. The result is the blurred image of interference fringe. That is to say the smoother the material surface is, the clearer the interference fringe image is. Therefore, the smoothness of the material surface can be judged by the quality of the interference fringes.
Experimental results and Discussion
The results are measured with a interferometer (KF-WSM200, Hangzhou precision flying company). The light sources are semiconductor laser (LP-3) and a standard he-ne laser for laboratory use. Experimental Data and Result Analysis of Laser Wavelength Measurement. Table 1 shows the data of wavelength measurement for he-ne laser, and table 2 is for semiconductor laser. Table 1 shows the data of measurement for he-ne laser wavelength. The calculated wavelength is 643.3nm according to formula (1) . The reference wavelength of He-Ne laser is 632.8nm according to relevant literature. Thus the relative error was calculated to be 1.6%, and the measurement accuracy is . It can be seen that the result of using Michelson interferometer to measure the wavelength of laser source is very accurate, and the performance of the laser is very stable throughout the test. Table 2 shows the data of measurement for semiconductor laser. As the semiconductor laser has no standard wavelength to compare, three times measurements was made to ensure accuracy. The wavelengths obtained from this three measurements are 669.3nm, 686.6nm and 687.1nm respectively, as it shows at Tab. 2 And the results of this three times measurements are quite different , the maximum deviation can be reached up to 2.6%. That is because semiconductor lasers exhibit noticeable performance changes as temperature changes, the temperature will rise as time goes on. For this problem, a thermostat can be used in the experiment to stabilize the performance of semiconductor lasers. The result of flatness detection of metal surface. Figure 2 shows that the interference fringes are clear and complete when the metal sheet which is used as a reflector has the highest surface smoothness, as it shown in Fig. 2 (a) . Besides the intensity distribution of the fringes is uniform and the stripes are continuous. Fig. 2 (b) shows that for rougher surfaces, although circular interference fringes appeared, but some fringes broke, and some area that should have been the bright pattern has become dark, at the same time the light intensity distribution is uneven. Finally, the interference fringes formed by the metal sheet with the lowest flatness are shown in Fig. 2 (c) . The brightness of the interference fringes becomes very weak and distribution is uneven. Therefore the Conclusion is that the flatness of the metal surface can be judged by contrasting the interference fringes with that of the standard. 
Summary
Michelson interferometer is one of the most common precision optical instruments in the optical laboratory of the University, which is widely used in the field of measurement. In teaching practice, students can be guided to expand its applications, carry out innovating experiments and application-oriented experiments, so as to improve their psychologically tolerance, to inspire personality, to raise creative ability and to put theories into practice, thus the teaching effect can be improved greatly.
